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Abstract
Machine learning techniques have been successfully applied to super-resolution
tasks on natural images where visually pleasing results are sufficient. However
in many scientific domains this is not adequate and estimations of errors and
uncertainties are crucial. To address this issue we propose a Bayesian framework
that decomposes uncertainties into epistemic and aleatoric uncertainties. We test the
validity of our approach by super-resolving images of the Sun’s magnetic field and
by generating maps measuring the range of possible high resolution explanations
compatible with a given low resolution magnetogram.
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Introduction

Deep learning has been successful at super-resolution (SR) of natural images, i.e. reconstructing
higher resolution (HR) images from low resolution (LR) inputs [1]. However, to the extent of our
knowledge, there is no existing work measuring uncertainty in super-resolution tasks. For scientific
applications, estimating the uncertainty of a SR output is as important as the prediction itself, all the
more as super-resolution is an ill-posed problem with many super-resolved images being consistent
with the same low-resolution input.
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To obtain robust uncertainties, we propose a Bayesian framework as in Kendall & Gal [2] that
decomposes uncertainty into epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainty relates to our
ignorance of the true data generating process, and aleatoric uncertainty captures the inherent noise in
the data. We apply our framework to images of the Sun’s derived magnetic field (magnetograms),
which are used to study the solar corona [3] and to predict space-weather events [4]. These applications
often require magnetograms spanning time-ranges longer than the lifetime of any single instrument.
SR can compensate for inhomogeneities and discontinuities between instruments by converting
multiple surveys to a single common resolution (e.g. [5]).
In practice, we convert a state of the art super-resolution encoder-decoder architecture, HighRes-net
[6]1 , into a Bayesian deep learning framework by adding dropout at each convolutional layer, and
tracking both the mean and variance of magnetic field values. We test the effectiveness of our
framework by super-resolving magnetograms from the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager [7].
We demonstrate that modelling epistemic uncertainty allows us to measure the range of high resolution
explanations consistent with a low-resolution input. Figure 1 illustrates how our super-resolution
architecture can generate two different extrapolations of the same input and how the difference is
more attenuated once downsampled2 . Moreover, high resolution explanations have larger variance in
regions of the Sun with a large magnetic field (so called active regions). We show that this larger
variance cannot be properly accounted for unless disentangled from the larger amount of noise in
regions with larger magnetic fields. In fact, aleatoric uncertainty is a full order of magnitude larger in
active regions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Comparison of two realisations from HighRes-net, trained with dropout and heteroskedastic
loss (see section 2), obtained from the same input using dropout during inference. HR models outputs
and differences (a) and HR outputs degraded to match LR input (b). The differences are clearly
visible in the HR (a) but reduced in the LR, which illustrates how many model’s explanations might
be consistent with the same low-resolution input.
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Quantifying Uncertainties in Super-resolution

If an image y is downsampled by an unknown transformation into a LR image x, SR consists of
learning the inverse transformation f from x to y. This is an ill-posed problem as many SR outputs
map to the same LR input. Despite this difficulty, deep learning architectures can achieve SR,
obtaining y by parameterizing f with an encoder-decoder neural network fw (x). To model epistemic
uncertainty we use a Bayesian framework from Kendall & Gal [2] and impose a prior distribution
on the model parameters w. Given a sample Dn = {(x1 , y1 ), ..., (xn , yn )} of magnetograms, we
evaluate the posterior distribution p(w|Dn ) by Bayesian inference. In practice, this inference is
approximated by dropout variational inference [8], i.e. adding dropout to each layer during training
and inference to sample a series of SR realizations.
Aleatoric uncertainty is modelled by assigning a distribution to the outputs of the model p(y|fw (x)).
We assume that for each pixel j, the noise is Gaussian with a variance σj (x)2 that depends on the
input image and pixel position j in the detector. We chose to model this heteroskedascity, i.e. the
variation of aleatoric uncertainty across pixels, because projection distortions are a function of pixel
1
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Downsampling consists in two operations: (i) smoothing that convolves the high resolution magnetogram
with a Gaussian kernel; (ii) downsampling that averages magnetic fields on each block of the size of the
downscaling factor.
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position and conditional on a low-resolution magnetic field, the distribution of magnetic field is
noisier in active regions of the Sun (Figure 4).
Assuming that pixel noise is independent across images and pixels, the negative log-likelihood of a
sample Dn is
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where m is the number of pixels in each high resolution image. To estimate both epistemic and
aleatoric uncertainties, we use a Bayesian neural network that outputs both fw (.) and σ(.) and is
trained to minimize the heteroskedastic loss (Equation 1). For an input image x, the magnetic field
uncertainty is obtained by sampling T times the network weights, getting ft (x) and σt (x)2 for each
sample t and computing predictive uncertainty as
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(2)

Aleatoric

Experiments

3.1

Data and Architecture

We use 400, 000 (4096 × 4096 pixel) magnetograms collected by HMI between 2010 and 2019. Our
experiment consists of super-resolving HMI magnetograms that have been artificially reduced by a
factor of 4 in resolution by smoothing the HR image with a Gaussian kernel before down-sampling
by averaging the magnetic fields of each 2 by 2 block of the HR magnetogram. The data is split into
training, validation, and test sets by allocating one month randomly drawn every year to each of the
test and validation sets and the remaining months to the training set.
We conduct this experiment with a state-of-the-art super-resolution architecture, HighRes-net [6]3
which we adapted to output both mean and variance of each pixel value in high resolution. Dropout
is modelled at each layer by a Bernouilli distribution with parameter p = 0.2. We run a set of
experiments on 128 × 128 pixel patches cropped from the center of HR images. Variational inference
is done by sampling 500 realizations of the model.
3.2

Results

We test how including epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty affects the accuracy of the SR task. Table 1
compares the mean squared error (MSE) of our baseline, HighRes-net trained with a MSE loss to (i)
HighRes-net trained with dropout and MSE loss; (ii) HighRes-net trained with a heteroskedastic loss
(Equation 1); and, (iii) HighRes-net trained with both dropout and heteroskedastic loss. Although
accounting separately for epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty does not seem to degrade the performance of the neural network, the MSE is 8% higher with a combination of aleatoric and epistemic
uncertainty. We found that the model with combined uncertainty is sensitive to the initialization
of heteroskedastic variances. In our current implementation, we compute pixel j’s heteroskedastic
variance as σj2 (x) = σ˜j 2 + σ 2 , where σ 2 is the mean squared error obtained with homoskedastic
variances. However, more work is needed to improve the model performance
Modelling epistemic uncertainty allows us to capture that the super-resolution of magnetograms is
a more ill-posed problem in active regions of the Sun with large magnetic fields. Figure 1 shows
that predictions consistent with the same low-resolution input are more likely to disagree for large
magnetic fields. A possible explanation is the lack of examples of active regions, particularly around
the solar Equator.
However, this lack of data is confounded by the presence of more noise in active regions: Figure 4
shows that the distribution of magnetic fields in high resolution has higher variance conditional on its
counterpart value in low-resolution. Aleatoric uncertainty effectively measures the large amount of
3
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Models
HighRes-net
+ Epistemic
+ Aleatoric
+ Epistemic & Aleatoric

MSE
88.45
90.00
90.47
98.10

Table 1: Super-resolution performance: Mean Squared Error of HighRes-net with and without dropout
and heteroskedastic loss. Lower is better. This shows that accounting for aleatoric or epistemic
uncertainty separately while training HighRes-net does not degrade the model accuracy. However,
the MSE is 8% higher with a combination of aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty

Figure 2: (left to right) An example of a HR target image (12800 × 12800 ) plotted over ±1500 Gauss;
the corresponding mean of MC-dropout samples; model uncertainty; and estimated noise.

noise in regions with a large magnetic field (Figure 2 and 3). By accounting for both aleatoric and
epistemic uncertainty, we can properly disentangle the ill-posed nature of the super-resolution task
from the heteroskedasticity of the noise (Figure 2 and 3). We observe that in active regions, aleatoric
uncertainty is larger than epistemic uncertainty.

4

Conclusions and Future Work

We employ a Bayesian deep learning framework as a way to measure how uncertain predictions of
super-resolved magnetograms are, particularly in active regions of the Sun. The task is uniquely
challenged by the confounding effect of larger noise in active regions and relative scarcity of regions
with large magnetic fields. We model aleatoric and epistemic uncertainty to properly measure the
range of high resolution explanations compatible with a given low resolution input. This work is
a first step toward generating super-resolved magnetograms useful to the heliophysics community.
Future avenues for research include (i) expanding our results to the full solar disk; and, (ii) generating
an initialisation procedure that improves the accuracy of our Bayesian model.
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Appendix

Figure 3: Sample of four HR target images (12800 × 12800 ) plotted over ±1500 Gauss (1st row) the
corresponding mean of MC-dropout samples (2nd row) model uncertainty (3rd row) and estimated
noise (4th row).

Figure 4: (left) Empirical mapping between single full disk LR and HR magnetorams. There is a
clear increase in the difference of the mean and variance as a function of the LR field strength.
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